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D400 Narrow Proﬁle
Captive Hinged Grating
Proteus includes several features that enhance durability,
security, ease of use and water clearing eﬃciency.
Its narrow grating proﬁle avoids excessive clipping by traﬃc,
its angled bridge is designed to distribute stress and resist
movement resulting in a solution that offers long term performance
while focusing on the reduction of whole life costs.
Its large footprint makes it compatible with any standard 450mm diameter gully pot.

DURABILITY

SECURITY

To aid the reduction of whole life costs, the
Proteus design incorporates the Load Transfer
System (LTS) to radically improve installation
and product lifespan lowering the frequency
of reinstatement.

A Captive hinged grating and an integral
automatic spring bar locking mechanism
combine to offer enhanced anti-theft and
security capabilities.

HEALTH & SAFETY
To help reduce work-related injuries, an
ergonomic hinged design makes opening
simpler, easier and safer.

PERFORMANCE
The unit is non rock and silent in operation. Large
multi-directional wedge seatings enhance stability
and durability which reduces whole life costs.

ACCREDITATION

WATER CLEARING EFFICIENCY

Third party certiﬁed by BSI and kite marked to
the requirements of BS EN 124. Compliant to
the requirements of Highways England advice
note HA104/09.

A special asymmetrical design in the area
adjacent to the kerb disrupts the normal ﬂow to
increase the volume of water entering the guly.

SAVE TIME & COST
Available with the Instal Plus frame levelling and
installation system as standard.
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Standards.
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RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN:

Carriageways carrying continuous heavy traﬃc in
areas requiring eﬃcient removal of surface water

PROTEUS D400 NARROW PROFILE CAPTIVE HINGE GRATING RANGE
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Notes
*HA104/09 Section 5. design requirements: Gully Tops: paragraph 5.4 states ‘of the total
waterway area, there should be a minimum waterway area of 45cm2 between the kerb face
of the frame and a parallel line 50mm distant, and there should be a minimum waterway
area of 65cm2 between the kerb face of the frame and a parallel line 90mm distant.’

Grating and frame components are coated in
a VOC free water based cationic bituminous
emulsion that when dried is classiﬁed as
non-hazardous and non-toxic.
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